
Lecture 3 IAS0065 Control Instrumentation

1 Discrete/Sequence Control

For Control we need:

Object: process, system, etc.

Objective:

• Provide a monitoring and shutdown system for processes that might result in hazardous
conditions.

• Set a control task and implement the control algorithm.

Signals to the object, from the object (feedback), external: from the clock, operator, etc.

Control unit implements the control algorithm. Using several control units their objectives can be:

1. cooperative,

2. independent (indifferent),

3. conflict.

There are two different basic control tasks

X Discrete control

In a sequential control system a series of different events takes place one after the other. The
finishing of one event in the sequence provides the signal for the next event to start.

X Continuous (loop) control

In continuous control systems the inputs are sending information into the system all the time
and the outputs of the system are being controlled all the time. A change to the input leads
directly to a change in the output.

1.1 Sequence Control

Discrete-time control systems are control systems in which one or more inputs can change only at
discrete instance of time and involve logic control functions.

Some examples of situations where sequence control could be used are as follows:

• Progressing operations in a batch reactor;

• Automatic start-up of plant;
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Figure 1: Discrete word

• Emergency shut-down of plant.

An object has a finite number of the possible states, transition from one state to another, "finite
automata".

States, transitions, transition conditions.
Discrete control system is designed to operate on Boolean signals {0,1},{False,True}, {Off,On}

provided by discrete sensors such as process switches.

Boolean operations

Four operations X = F (A), namely x, x̄, a, ā;
10 of the 16 operations depend on both variables X = F (A,B).

Table 1: Some properties of boolean operations
A&B = B&A commutativity

(A&B)&C = A&(B&C) =

A&B&C

order does not matter

A ∨B = A&B "not(A or B)"≡"not A and not B"

A&B = A ∨B "not(A and B)" ≡"not A or not B"

Discrete control algorithm can be realized in different ways:

1. by relay control systems;

2. in PLC (Programmable Logic Controller);

3. in PC (DCS-Distributed Control System).
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1.2 Electrical Schematic Diagrams

Standard: EN / IEC 60617 (symbols and drawing rules).

NB! Diagrams show initial conditions (no influence).

Figure 2: Components and Connections

3 ∼ 50 Hz 380 V

1 ∼ 50 Hz 220 V

Specification of the contact types:

Contacts: make contact, break contact, switch contact.

Figure 3: Contacts

Open contact realizes the effect (if pushed).

Close contact - inversion of the effect or negation.

Components with contact on the output are: buttons, switches, sensors, relays.
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Table 2: Contact open / close (sulguv/avanev, замыкающий/размыкающий)

action
contact type
open close

no 0 1
yes 1 0

Figure 4: Contact types

Figure 5: Devices

Protection circuits: circuit breakers.
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Figure 7: Electrical diagram DC

Figure 6: Circuit breakers

Electrical circuit

Source: • DC (direct current / alalispinge / постоянный ток) ±24 V;

• AC (alternating current / vahelduvpinge / переменный ток) 220 V.

Switch: - contact (switch, button), transistor - {open/ close}.

Load: - resistor, lamp - {powered/ not powered}.

Wires

Connections of the contact elements = boolean operations.

Serial connection −→ A&B - "and";
Parallel connection −→A ∨B - "or".

How to draw a control circuit?
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Figure 8: Electrical diagram AC

Figure 9: Control circuit

1. The simplest/obvious way;

2. According to working principle: cause → effect.

Figure 10: Elements type, index and symbol
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Table 3: Designation letters for the most commonly used elements
Symbol Device Seade Устройство

A Module Moodul Модуль
B Convertor Muundi Преобразователь
C Capacitor Kondensaator Конденсатор
E Different

elements
Seaded Разные элементы

F Fuse Kaitse Предохранители
G Generators Toiteseade Источник

питания
K Contactor,

relay
Relee,

kontaktor
Реле, контактор

L Inductor Pool Катушка
M Motor,

actuator
Mootor Двигатель

R Resistor Takisti Резистор
S Switch Lüliti Выключатель
T Transformer Trafo Трансформатор
W Cables Liinid Линии
X Connectors Klemmid Контакт.

соединения

Examples

Example 1 Actuator (motor) engagement

Single station control:

algorithm: K = (START + K) & (NOT STOP)

K

K

K

StartStop

Example 2 Multi-station control
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Figure 11: Control of the drive

Control:

• in the field

• from panel

• by PLC

Example 3 Interlocking: Heating depends on ventilation

Figure 12: Control of heating and ventilation system
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Example 4 Reversing Control of the motor with blocking

Figure 13: Reversing Control of the motor with blocking

See more examples in Exercise 3 on site a-lab.ee/edu

2 PLCs

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is a general-purpose controller, applicable to many different
types of process control applications. PLC (Fig. 14) is a special purpose industrial real-time
computing system with

• Monitor Inputs (Sensors);

• Execute logic, sequencing, timing, counting functions for Control/Diagnostics;

• Drives Actuators (Motors, power supplies, etc.);

• Communicates with other computers.

PLCs were introduced to industry as electronic replacements for electromechanical relay controls.
Features:

X Re-programming capability by the end-user (general-purpose);
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digital inputs

analog inputs

digital outputs

analog outputs
CPU

Memory

program data
Communications

Figure 14: Basic PLC components

X Contains preprogrammed functions: logic, memory, timers, counters, etc;

X Deterministic: it is known how it works;

X Monitoring;

X Working in fields conditions.

Large PLC systems consist of a rack into which circuit modules are plugged: include processors, in-
put and output (I/O) points, communications ports, and other functions necessary to the operation
of a complete PLC system (see Fig. 15).

Figure 15: Modular system

Small PLC systems consist of a monolithic “brick” containing all processor, I/O, and commu-
nication functions (Fig. 16).
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Figure 16: Monolithic brick

These PLCs are typically far less expensive than modular ones, but are also more limited in I/O
capability and must be replaced as a whole in the event of failure [1].

Controllers’ types

PLC systems are sized by the number of I/O they process

• Programmable relay (micro PLC) I/O < 32

• Small controllers 32 < I/O < 128

• Medium size controllers 128 < I/O < 1000

• Large Controllers 1000 < I/O

On the high end, larger programmable controllers with more memory and I/O capabilities are
becoming commonplace in small batch operations, places where the DCS was the system of choice
in the past. DCS systems, in contrast, have evolved as well by improving scalability and lowering
I/O costs. In addition, there are more opportunities to productively combine different functions
in one control system. In effect, the lines have blurred between the DCS and the programmable
controller [2].

2.1 Programming languages

The IEC 61131-3 standard specifies five distinct forms of programming language for industrial
controllers:
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Figure 17: Connection example [2]

1. Ladder Diagram (LD),

2. Structured Text (ST),

3. Instruction List (IL),

4. Function Block Diagram (FBD),

5. Sequential Function Chart (SFC).

Not all programmable logic controllers support all five language types, but nearly all of them support
Ladder Diagram (LD)[1].

2.1.1 Ladder diagram

The most common language used to program PLCs is Ladder Diagram (LD), also known as Relay
Ladder Logic (RLL). This is a graphical language showing the logical relationships between inputs
and outputs as though they were contacts and coils in a hard-wired electromechanical relay circuit.

Ladder is continuously executed by the PLC in a cycle (see Fig. 18), with system tasks such as
updating the realtime clock and diagnostics being carried out in the background.

2.1.2 Sequential Function Charts

SFC programming offers a graphical method of organizing the program. The three main components
of an SFC are steps, actions, and transitions. Steps are merely chunks of logic, i.e., a unit of
programming logic that accomplishes a particular control task. Actions are the individual aspects
of that task. Transitions are the mechanisms used to move from one task to another. Control logic
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Figure 18: Execution of a PLC ladder program [?]

for each step, action, and transition is programmed in one of the other languages such as Ladder
Diagram or Structured Text.

Figure 19: Sequential function chart example [2]

In a sequential configuration, the processor simply executes the actions in step 1 repeatedly,
until the transition logic becomes true. The processor then proceeds to step 2 [2].
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2.1.3 Function Block Diagram

Like SFC, Function Block (see Fig. 20) is a graphical language that allows programming in other
languages (Ladder, Instruction List, or Structured Text) to be nested within the function block. In
Function Block, program elements appear as blocks that are “wired” together in a manner resembling
a circuit diagram.

Figure 20: Function block example [2]

2.1.4 Instruction List

This low-level language is similar to Assembly language and is useful in cases where small functions
are repeated often. Although Instruction List (see Fig. 21) is powerful, it is considered to be
difficult to learn [2].

Figure 21: Instruction list example

<command><operand> - processor commands
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2.1.5 Structured Text

Benefits of this high-level language–Structured Text (see Fig. 22) include the following:

X people trained in computer languages can easily program control logic;

X symbols make the programs easy to understand;

X facilitates system debugging;

X it runs as fast as ladder logic.

Figure 22: Structured text example [2]

Structured text is ideal for tasks requiring complex math, algorithms, or decision making. Its
concise format allows a large algorithm to be displayed on a single page (vs. multiple pages of
Ladder logic) [2].

Statistics

• 3
4
of the controllers are small I/O < 128;

• 3
4
of the I/O are digital ;

• 65% of applications are realized in Ladder Logic Diagrams.
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Figure 23: Otto cartoons - www.automation.com

In control applications are used controllers (PLCs) and personal computers (PCs). PC-based control
is a broad term encompassing not only the controller but all aspects of the control system. Soft control
replaces traditional programmable controllers with software that allows you to perform programmable
controller functions on a personal computer. For hazardous processes, PC-based control is typically limited
to supervisory control in which the PC sends set points for optimization.

PLC good points are: works in difficult conditions.

PC bad points are:

X unstable op. system,

X fault tolerance (disk drives),

X new programming environment.
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2.2 Trends

Programmable Automation Controller (PAC) have been designed to integrate all the requirements
for modern control projects and are the natural evolution of the PLC, distributed I/O networks,
and embedded computing [3].

PACs features:

• multifunction;

• multidomain;

• open communication standards;

• multitasking;

• modular architecture;

• multi-vendor data exchange;

• integrated development environment.

Table 4: PAC vs PLC
PAC PLC
Standard, commercial hardware Proprietary network, communication, and

programming
Diverse protocols and open standards Programming and function and modeled

after relay circuits
Foundation of logic: exception based Ladder logic foundation
Distributed processing Continuous scanning
Common tag database Mandatory duplication of data tags for

interoperability
Multitasking
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Table 5: Features
Feature PCs PLCs DCSs PACs
Industrially hardened hardware 8 8 8

Discrete control/sequential control 8 8

Process control 8 8 8 8

Remote monitoring 8 8

Motion control 8 8

Multi-domain capabilities 8 8

Distributed control functions to reduce load on central
controller

8 8

Critical local operations continue in the event of a
communication failure

8 8

Multifunction (Meet complex requirements without
add-ons or middleware.)

8

Multitasking 8 8

Efficient processing and I/O scanning 8 8 8

Data-intensive applications such as recipe or batch
processes; recipe switching

8 8 8 8

Floating-point math 8 8 8 8

Compact, high-density system 8 8

Flexible, modular architecture 8

Extensive communication options 8 8

Open languages and standard protocols 8 8 8

Open, standard network interfaces 8 8

Easy support for multiple vendors’ hardware 8 8

Integrated hardware and software 8 8

Integrated development environment for all applications 8

Common tagname database (No retyping or
cross-reference lists.)

8 8

Long, plain-language tagnames 8
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